
BAF
PRFTF

BAF
PRFTF

1
0.4950

12
0.1393

2
0.3486

14
0.1286

3
0.2837

16
0.1200

4
0.2450

18
0.1129

5
0.2186

20
0.1068

6
0.1991

22
0.1016

7
0.1840

24
0.0971

8
0.1718

26
0.0931

9
0.1617

28
0.0895

10
0.1531

30
0.0863

Position clip by centering 
brass ring around any 
smartphone or tablet 
camera aperture.

Each lens may be attached 
to the brass ring on the clip 
by gently screwing in clockwise 

and de-attached by gently 
screwing out counter-clockwise. 
Lenses of all sizes will fit into  

any one clip.

1

Image should be 
positioned in 
middle of grid.

2

3

SET UP & USESET UP & USE

USING WEDGE PRISMS
& PRISM LENSES

USING WEDGE PRISMS
& PRISM LENSES

DIGIT AL USE
(F OR PHOT OS OR V IEW ING
W/ PRISM LENSES ONLY)

DIGIT AL USE
(F OR PHOT OS OR V IEW ING
W/ PRISM LENSES ONLY)

DIGITAL USE NOTES

Zoom functionality is limited by your 
ability to capture the non-distorted 
image of the tree bole at the top of 
your digital image frame.

At the end of each field day, you 
should go into your digital photo 
library to label each image you took.

You should exit out of the camera 
function on your smartphone or 
tablet between lens changes to 
avoid taking photos in error.

COMPARE:
(a) Non-offset/non-refracted bole images above 
      horizontal prism edge against

(b) Offset/refracted bole images within prism ellipse.

6

For borderline trees, multiply the tree’s DBH in centimeters (cm) by the Plot Radius Factor Tree Face 
(PRFTF) in the table below according to the Basal Area Factor (BAF) you are using.  Tree boles standing in 
meters (m) from plot center to the closest tree face “<PRFTF*DBH” are ‘in’ and those “>PRFTF*DBH” 
are ‘out.’

1.
3 

m

Hold a prism in your right hand facing 
inward with your forefinger on the outside 
thick wedge and your thumb on the inside 

etching with the horizontal edge on top.

1

When using prisms, hold each prism at arm’s length with 
the prism over point center. Rotate your body 360o to sight 
tree boles.

3

When using prism lenses, hold each lens tube in your eye 
socket while you stand over point center. Rotate your body 

360o to sight tree boles.

4

When sighting up or down slope, adjust the horizontal top edge of 
the prism or prism lens parallel with the slope.  When sighting level cross 

slope, re-adjust the horizontal top edge accordingly.

2

The horizontal top edge of the
prism should appear slightly above the point of measure (POM) for 
bole diameter, typically breast height at the international standard of 

1.3 meters.  For greater visibility, POM may be marked with flagging or 
lumber crayon
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